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Abstract 

In this article an effort is made to find logic of life, god and religion. Entire basis of 

this article is based on the assumption that there exists God particle in the Universe. From the 

practices, available literature and existing beliefs which are more dogmatic and imposed on 

the people of different religious faiths. There exists large number of Non–believers who are 

against blindly following the dogmatic religions and question the logic of such beliefs or 

practices. In this existing disagreement between the faiths; present article is an attempt  to 

find  logical explanation of the entire philosophy towards Life, God and Religion.  

 

How it all begin: Universe, Creation, God and Religion. 

Let us begin with an understanding that, there was nothing in the solar space. No Sun, 

no Moon, no Planets, no Black hole nothing existed. It was empty space. Thus it is 

understood that there was no air, no water, no day nor night, no trees, no rocks,   in short any 

form of life did not exist. Empty space was full of minute wavering watery particles in 

darkness. Thus universe was empty space and associated with bright particles. These particles 

were colorless, transparent and cannot be seen with naked eye. However one can see them 

with focused eye sight penetrating   into empty space (Sunya) during day time. 

 

How are Sun and planets formed? 

While space was full of minutest particles and with advent of time, space  was 

crowded resulting in chocking. Thus there is thrusting requirement of  empty space resulting 

in mounting pressure among the particles, requiring extra space. This results in too much of 

unbearable pressure attrition among particles. Thus at convenient optimum pressure situation 

in space these trillions of particles due to pressure buildup, due to lack of space and friction 

among the particles resulted into hot and cold (negative and positive) particles with mutually 

attracting nature ensured. Conglomeration of billion and trillion of particles,   and as seen 

from NASA pictures of Sun, it is evident that Sun is a  formation of numerous hot particles 

which are restlessly attracted to each other. Collectively though they are attracted to each 

other but appear to be independent entities. Thus Sun is like a beehive of these particles, with 

lots of gases emanating in the space at different depths as well as on surface of Sun. 
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On similar lines conglomeration of hot and cold particles; only cold and only hot particles in 

space at different times and positions resulted in formation of Planets. These planets due to 

mutual attraction and conglomeration have however maintained respectable undisputable 

distances with each of the planets in elliptical path around the Sun. Due to friction, heat is 

generated causing emergence of different gases and also a force to make them revolve and 

rotate around the Sun. Thus Solar system emerged with numerous planets orbiting around the 

Sun. Also each of the planets because of restless nature of particles are also revolving and 

orbiting. Similarly all other bodies are thus formed. In the process formation of moving 

bodies such as Sun, Planets, Meteorites and Stars, lot of vacuum spaces have emerged. These 

vacuum spaces due to strong quantum of emptiness, tension is surmounting with heavy 

suction property. Black hole is one such vacuum space with lot of suction power. Thus a 

dynamic Solar system emerged with mutually attracting and repulsing a balance resulted in 

planets of different sizes distanced apart from each other in different orbits based on weight 

balance resulting in inclined axis. Earth is one such Planet congenial for life because of 

habitable temperature and abundance of nature with large life forms and shapes emerging on 

earth.  

 

 Life on Earth 

The emergence of Earth Planet as explained above is one of the most promising 

planets of Solar system. Surface of the earth is driven by the dynamic air movement. Air is a 

combination of many gases evolved in the process of formation of Sun and its Planets. Earth 

has emerged potential for life formation. The dynamic situation on earth resulted in the 

emergence of water, rocks, precipitation, rivers, lakes, rivulets, trees, insects, plants, reptiles, 

forests, fruit bearing trees,  wild animals, horses and all that life existed previously and life 

existing at present. Let us recollect earlier it is understood that space is filled with different 

planets, meteorites and stars. Also inter spaces are occupied by trillions of particles. Let us 

also understand that these particles cannot be seen by naked eye. These particles can be 

visualized through eyes by creating a different wave length which enables one to see in the 

emptiness of space or soonya that is into emptiness of space during the day. This unaccounted 

number of particles is the source of birth and death. These particles surrounding earth surface, 

at this stage, for better understanding of life surrounding earth can be termed as Cosmic Soul 

(Paramathma) and that life on earth can be termed as SOUL (Atma), be it living or non 

living; static or dynamic.  
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These life particles in the space are transparent, light reflecting, colorless, always restless, 

and possibly high potential of limitless memory and always eager to experience but bereft of 

mass, shape and size. They can acquire life on their own but it is very difficult and chance 

encounter of situation of permutation and combination possible in millions of light years. 

Easiest possibility is through existing life on earth in mass, fluid and skeletal system. We all 

know that  

Force ‘F’ is equal to product of Mass ‘M’ and acceleration ‘a’ plus Damping ‘C’ and 

velocity ’v’ plus stiffness ‘K’  and displacement ‘y’, In mathematical form it is represented 

symbolically; 

 (M x a) + (C x v) + (K x y) = F  

Where ‘x’ is a multiplication. 

From this one can deduce that any body comprising of mass, fluids and skeletal 

systems is imparting stiffness. There is a possibility of either damping is missing or stiffness 

is missing, but any life on earth cannot exist without mass. 

Now the situation is congenial for life on earth, each of these restless particles 

wondering in the space, always eagerly waiting for an opportunity to acquire shape, size, 

mass, fluids and stiffness. In a nutshell they are sum total of Panchabuthas, highly intelligent. 

Some of these in the present times have experienced life in numerous forms and numerous 

times on the Earth. Thus they acquired enormous experience and emerged as knowledge store 

houses. Each one of these life particles is attracted to earth’s beauty, desiring to experience 

life on earth in any form. Depending on its previous unaccomplished life goals may desire to 

occupy another related form to accomplish. Their mode of transport is only through air. (Air 

is lifeless without these life particles or in their absence). 

Intense restlessness and competition among themselves results its nature manifest and 

thus greed is part of life particles, which is evident and enables human to express and is 

exposed. In their desire to take shape or form based on available opportunity and situation 

prevailing may take any form such as insects, birds, animals, human, trees etc. It gives an 

impression or a feeling that first come – first serve principle is in built mechanism of nature 

itself. Yet depending upon the planetary position and some life particles having stronger 

affinity to a particular planet or  planets, may derive priority over other life particles depicting 

situation strength prevails on account of collective participatory decision and necessity of 

situation on earth.  
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In  day to day living forms or shapes of life inhale air (breath)  and retain what is 

required of air as it composed of various gases, such as oxygen, carbon-di-oxide (CO2),  

Hydrogen, Nitrogen etc. from air congenial for different forms of life for its survival. Human 

require Oxygen and exhales Co2. Other forms of life may take CO2 and exhale Oxygen. 

Such balance of needs is maintained again exhibiting intelligence with mutual cooperation. It 

is this we term as Nature’s dharma. 

In the process of breathing millions of life particles which can now be termed as God 

particles enter into human body and competing and thriving  to convert or occupy space  in 

the blood and emerge as sperms. Out of these numerous sperms any one gets chance to be 

conceived in the union of Lingam (male) and Yoni (female). Depending upon environment, 

atmosphere, season, months, planetary positioning or stationing and year, congenial 

environment, pertaining to nature of God particle strong enough to force have conceived. The 

agents of life i.e., male and female; man and woman characteristics apart from native 

knowledge acquired previously contributes to conceiving a new life beginning on earth. 

When after experiencing its desire or previously unfulfilled desire its role is to detach from 

the body in flesh and blood. These god particles in life form, has no interest with the native 

body. It abandons the body and merges with the cosmic soul and that is what is commonly 

accepted as Atma merging with Paramathma.  

Thus to say God is one is a misnomer, in fact universe is full of Life giving god 

particles. Hence it can be deduced that cosmos is full of God particles. Thus there is no one 

God but innumerable, trillions of billion   god particles each having a common intent of 

protecting natures Dharma. Thus each one is a God. Lack of understanding of this basic truth 

and not able to search for God particles in the space  resulted in the confusion and hence 

paved way for   assuming certain things and have resulted in belief system. Thus common 

belief that God is one and cannot be seen but is Omni present and is everywhere has become 

the accepted norm as explained by highly learned Sages, Rishis, Priests, Mullahs and 

Messengers of God, could not explain convincingly to common people and dogmatic 

propositions resulted in disputes and hence resulted into Religions of different faiths or 

beliefs, each one expressing that his belief is superior than the other and quarrelling among 

themselves to establish greatness of their belief. Thus lot of unending unrest is created and 

wars are being fought for conversions and reconversions. In the near future there is every 

possibility of wars  being fought on religious lines causing lot of bloodshed, bombing and 
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killing and may be the cause for catastrophe and may destroy earth itself and thus life may 

perish. Danger is lurking. 

 
Religion: What is religion? 

Most common derivation of religion out of Linguistic roots ‘is to join again’, or ‘to 

Reconnect’. In Latin re means again, lig means ‘ join or connect’ as in ligaments. Some of the 

definitions are noted below: 

 It suggests joining of our natural, human world to the sacred world.  

 Awe for Gods and concern for rituals. 

 Spiritual path. 

Looking at all the existing Religions and their approach it is understood that the below 

mentioned eight elements in total or in combination of some elements constitute the basic 

foundations of any Religion worldwide.( Ref.1) 

1. Belief System: when there is no explanation logically to justify the existence of God, 

than there is a need to start from a point of belief. In general for majority of religions 

believe that there is only one god and God alone controls the universe. For different 

environmental regions different gods of differing beliefs started without any 

coordination. Systematic interpretation of the universe and human beings place in it  

is also called world view. 

2. Community: People living in different regions and experiencing different 

environments have started formulating groups with common understanding or beliefs 

are shared and its ideals are practiced, such groups over a period have become 

communities of common belief or goals. 

3. Central Myths i.e., Central theme of any Religion is to reenact or repeat telling  the 

major  event of acceptable human beings good deeds, such as life of Rama and 

Krishna Hindu Gods, enlightenment of Budha, resurrection of Jesus or flight of 

Mohamud  from Mecca to Madina. All such stories can be based on facts or may be 

myths, however they are central theme of the Religion. 

4. Rituals – Beliefs are enacted and made to look like real through    various forms of 

ceremonies and are accepted by followers of the sect. 

5. Ethics – Rules about human behavior, believed to be super natural realm can also be 

viewed as socially generated – guide lines. These are essential for orderly living 

together otherwise lawlessness prevails resulting in anarchy / unrest. 
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6. Characteristic emotional experience: dread, guilt, awe, mystery, devotion, 

conversion, rebirth, liberation. Ecstasy, bliss and inner peace. 

7. Material expression: Statues, paintings, musical composition, chanting, musical 

instruments, ritual objects, flowers, incense, clothing, architecture and specific 

locations in order to  keep the religion  alive. 

8. Sacredness:  Ceremonies emphasis different behavior between Ordinary and Sacred. – 

all the above are ordinary and sacred – expressions for people to follow , retain and 

pray through certain objects, actions, people and places and may express it. 

God: 

All Religions are concerned with the deepest level of reality, and for most religions 

the core or origin of everything is sacred and mysterious. This sense of mysteriousness, 

originating holiness is called by many names: Brahman, Tao, Great Mother, Divine parent, 

Great Spirit, the ultimate, the absolute, the Divine, the holy. People however experience and 

explain sacred reality in different ways. One familiar term for the sacred reality is God. When 

in some of the Religions believe, that there is only one God, term used is Monotheism. On the 

other hand when there is belief that there cannot be one God but more than one God then it is 

termed as Polytheism.  

In some system God often considered as a cosmic person- a divine being with will, 

just, intelligent, full of compassion and infinite virtues. God has having total power over 

entire universe. God is assumed to be of pure spirit and cannot be definable in words. Thus 

God is transcendent meaning unlimited by the world and all ordinary reality. In some 

religions, however the sacred reality is not viewed as having personal attributes, but is more 

like an energy or mysterious power. Frequently, the sacred is then spoken as something 

immanent within the universe. In some religions, there is a tendency to speak of the universe 

not just having been created but also as a manifestation of the sacred nature itself, in which 

nothing is separate from the sacred. In Greek term it is called pantheism meaning all divine, 

and believed sacred as being discoverable within the physical world and its process. In other 

words nature itself is holy.  

Some Religions worship the sacred reality in the form of many co-existing Gods, a 

view pointed earlier Polytheism. These multiple gods can be separate entities, each in charge 

of an aspect of reality of nature. Or they can be multiple manifestations of the same sacred 

reality.  
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In the recent past there is a tendency to deny existence of any god referred as Atheism; 

Agnosticism is an argument that existence of God cannot be proven, or simply take no 

position is known as nontheism. Above three beliefs is also a form of Religion as they have 

many other characteristics of a Religion. 

The Greek term, pantheism, meaning all divine, and believed sacred (God) as being 

discoverable, within the physical world and its process. In other words nature itself is holy.  

Thus all the Religions described above have different beliefs, rituals and practices. However 

the very starting point of these Religions is based on belief. These very beliefs are not 

satisfying the logical explanation. It is here that there are serious differences among various 

Religions and arguments erupt from time to time without any conclusive evidence, but results 

in heated arguments and clashes on respective ego dissatisfaction and promoting hatred. At 

times wars are fought causing bloodshed and suffering to millions of people resulting in mass 

exodus and gender imbalance. Thus there is an urgent need to find  answer to the prevailing 

illogical beliefs of the Religions which are becoming dogmatic in approach and or forcing  

devotees to blindly believe and follow with Rituals and practices in all forms as exposed by 

the Religious leaders. Often antisocial elements have entered into Religious bodies to exploit 

this existing confusion prevailing among all the religions established on belief.   

However, there seems to be an opening for discerning or discovering the sacred or 

God as is believed by Greeks in the physical world, worth probing deeply and decipher. 

Here author has made an honest attempt in discerning with logical explanation about 

existence of Pantheism. Not only about Gods but also about emergence of Universe, Sun, 

Planets, stars, black holes, meteorites, air, water, life on earth, trees, living and non living.  

 

Relevance of God 

In the beginning from the emergence of life on the earth, after of millions of years the 

wonder of birth from the women’s womb was considered a mystery. The cause was eluding. 

Later realization dawned that the seed is that of male Linga. The cause and effect of life being 

mystery, people started praying Linga and Yoni. In addition to this people also worshipped 

Celestial mysteries such as Sun, moon, stars, thunder, lightening, rain, air and fire. Absence 

of any one of them experienced threatening the very survival. Consequently prayers practiced 

as a reverence as well as for pleasing the celestial gods to avoid the fury of the natural forces. 

With the passing of time, settlement have taken place and thus emergence of agricultural 

operations has occupied major part of the time also  ever increasing needs for the religious 
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rituals, due to lack of time, the practice of images fixed at a convenient place resulted in 

temples. Temples have become rallying points for people to pay obeisance as well as 

economic activity. On similar lines due to pressing demand of time, objects of reverence have 

emerged in the dwellings and a special prayer rooms are also established. 

The god, temples and prayer rooms are stationary nature paved way for increased 

economic activity which resulted into increased intensive agricultural operations, trade and 

hence the whole human activity emerged, continued and thriving. Thus increased human 

activity has resulted in the emergence of multiple gods and different religions due to 

differences of understanding in different faiths and beliefs due to spatial disperse of 

geographic regions with varying environmental factors. Each religion with different concepts 

was propagated by individuals or groups.  Thus misunderstandings erupted resulting in 

conflicts and hence dogmas are being thrust. Accordingly each sect has its own beliefs, rituals 

and objects. All this resulted in confusion and conflict with dogmatic approach. New 

messages and new propagation and later emerged as Gods. Each of the sects has practiced 

their own created religions. Some of the religions being accepted by common people and had 

large following because of its simplicity and ease of practice. It is worth to mention some of 

the religions in the order of anciently. 

 Saivism-  Linga and Yoni deities – Mohanzadaro. 

 Aryans/ Vedic – Celestial Phenomenon- sun, moon, rain, rivers, mountains and 

Pruthvi. Vedas, Upanishads and vedangas 

 Jainism – Tirthankaras- Mahavir Jain. 

 Budhism- Gowtham Budha/ Sidharth 

 Taoism- China 

 Zenda Avasta - Zoroastrian – Fire 

 Jewish-. Old testament 

 Hinduism – Dasavatara- Sri Rama, Sri Krishna, Lakshminarsimha, parushurama etc. 

 Christianity – Jesus 

 Islam/ Muslim/ Mohamadans-  Mohammad - Allah 

 

Summary: 

The following points can be summarized at this point of study for broader discussion. 

1. To start with there was dark space with unseen numerous tiny particles. 

2. There existed no sun, stars, meteorite and planets. 
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3. Intense pressure buildup among the tiny particles resulted in the reorientation of the 

tiny particles thus resulting in Solar system, black holes, stars, planets and meteorites.  

4. All the above stated are over a long duration due to conglomeration of tiny particles  

and due to intense pressure turned into fluid form and resulted into lava and have been 

fossilized resulting in soil particles, fluids and rock formations with intense 

continuous unending dynamic activity. 

5. Tiny particles on their own after millions of years transformed and evolved and 

emerged as life on the earth in numerous forms, sizes and shapes in the form insects, 

animals, birds, trees, water, air with numerous gases and human beings. 

6. These tiny particles are therefore life giving particles which are highly knowledgeable 

and perpetuate nature’s dharma which is also known as divine dharma. 

7. In fact these tiny life giving particles can be considered as god particles. Which are 

always tied to universal dharma and supports Truth always. 

8. These life particles are eternal and cannot be extinct by any force in the universe. In 

fact they are representation of energy and energy cannot be destroyed nor created it is 

constant.   

9. There is no one god but trillions of life giving particles which are also known as god 

particles. 

10. It is the intense desire to experience life in shape, size and mass resulting in the 

emergence of different forms of life on the earth. 

11. Thus earth is unique in the solar system. 

12. These life giving god particles are having infinite knowledge also known as ATMA 

Gnanam or cosmic knowledge or Brahma Gnan and at all times they are committed to 

nurture this universal truth or Prakruthic dharma. 

13. In human form there exists at the time of birth this Atma Gnan in the child but with 

experience and exposure through body senses acquires Physical worldly knowledge 

available on the earth contributed by human mind and body.  

14. Physical knowledge is continuously changing from time to time depending upon 

technological advances. 

15. Therefore at times lured by the senses and desire to achieve by all means, the mind 

has a tendency of ignoring the Atma or Soul’s advance signals, ensures discontent in 

the Soul. 
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16. If discontent is against the cosmic knowledge or Atma Gnan and ultimately it ensures 

damage to the body in various forms of ailments. 

17. If body and mind practices souls guidelines, than the body is in perfect functioning 

and cause no ailments to the body.  

18. The soul or Atma has no attachment to physical form it only experiences and acquires 

earthly   experience and physical knowledge retains it into cosmic knowledge and un-

dharmic information is discarded. 

19. This individual Soul is always in contact with cosmic soul or ancestral god particles 

or in short Pithrudevathas. 

20. These individual souls existence in body form may be cut short if the soul is 

disappointed with the body and mind which is likely  to damage the dharma or truth. 

21. Settled life associated with agricultural practices has ensured confidence living which 

resulted in innovative food habits.  

22. Use of spices with innovative food cooking catering to taste buds demand has its 

effect on  health. 

23. Baghvathgeetha is in brief a route map for achieving moksha or liberation of soul 

from the physical world or in short living with detached attachment and ultimately 

joining with cosmic soul which is the objective of every god particles or Athma or 

individual soul in experiencing earthly or worldly activities and finally attaining 

moksha (Liberation) 

24. Bhagvathgeetha has suggested number of ways of living on the earth and yet 

achieving liberation and union with the cosmic soul. 

25. Even after being liberated from the physical form the individual soul occupies place 

in the space above the earth and hovers but it keeps an eye and directs the souls of the 

progeny in-order to maintain Natural dharma or cosmic truth. 

26. Finally for a person on the earth in body and mind it looks everything is an illusion 

and hence the concept of Sunya is realized in the end. Thus one can conclude that 

Energy cannot be destroyed or created, it’s sum total is always constant. 
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